A study on graphical model structure for representing statistical shape model of point distribution model.
In this article, the authors demonstrate that you can improve the performance of the registration of a point distribution model (PDM) by accurately estimating the structure of an undirected graphical model that represents the statistical shape model (SSM) of a target surface. Many existing methods for constructing SSMs determine the structure of the graphical model without analyzing the conditional dependencies among the points in PDM, though an edge in the PDM should link two nodes if and only if they are conditionally dependent. In this study, the authors employed four popular methods for estimating the structure of graphical model and obtained four different SSMs from an identical set of training surfaces. The registration performances of the SSMs were experimentally compared, and the results showed that the graphical lasso, which could estimate more accurate structure of the graphical model by avoiding the overfitting to the training data, outperformed the other methods.